Community council 1/11 minutes

All members in attendance
(Brad, Stephanie, Jana, Kerry, Akemi, Natalie)

Watch the Utah school land trust video if you haven't already.
this will be recorded next meeting

What do we want to see the money used for?
Ask teachers what they need
Discussion on technology
Possible new projectors for classrooms
This will hopefully be approved with the extra funds from last year

Discussion of updating computer lab
Perhaps updating on phases
Also updating computers for teachers

Discussion of possibility of offering help for teachers by hiring an aide
Unknown how next year will look as far as enrolled students

Discussion on teacher training that was paid for last year- very helpful
update classroom sound systems is another idea

discussion of music teacher that we share with laverkin Elem
Do we continue this or offer a different kid of special arts program?
Art? Sculpture? Could we rotate quarterly?

Get feedback from teachers to see what they need before next meeting.

Trust land monies needs to be tied to academic achievement. Can also be used to help with behavioral health. PTVO money can be used differently. All must be approved.
Discussion on essential volunteers being able to come into the school. Daydreams and Dandelions is a problem this year because of no PTVO. Maybe a themed art week r something for kids.

It has been so good to have in person class!